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Why Choose ClassMarker?

CATEGORIZE

REUSE

MODIFY

Save Time - Instantly Update Questions Across All Tests 

 Questions you create are automatically stored in your personal Question Bank, ready 

to re-use with a click.

 Questions changes are instantly applied to all tests that used that question. No more 

copy and paste questions!


Tailored Tests - Never Give the Same Exam Twice!

 Create a personalized assessment for each individual using Question Bank 

Categories and the Randomize setting

 Set ClassMarker to add randomly selected questions from specific categories in your 

Question Bank so each time the test is taken, a different set of Questions is displayed.



Control How Tests Are Distributed


Want to control how you distribute your tests to users? No problem. ClassMarker allows 

various levels of control over users take your tests. 

 If you want speed and flexibility, send a master link to your users in seconds. For 

extra security add password protection to your test links to restrict access only to 

trusted users. This is what we call “access lists”.

 If what you need is maximum control over how your tests are taken, use the Group 

Registration feature. You can register users yourself or let them set up their own 

username and password.

Create group



Instant Results


Say farewell to grading stacks of papers. ClassMarker's automatic grading ensures 

instant, easy-to-interpret results and statistics for you and your test takers

 Results are collated in real-time and automatically graded.

 Get results analysis by test, group or link, question category, or test user.

Powerful Analytic

 Identify scores from highest to lowest and test completion time from fastest to 

slowest. 

 Store exam results in your own database via CSV export

 Share results with account assistants via email.

 Identify users’ strengths and areas for improvement effortlessly, to adapt and 

improve future exams and assessment methods.
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Optimal Exam Experience = Better Results.  


ClassMarker tests are  simple, no matter your technical ability. Exam takers benefit 

from a user-friendly interface, with exams neatly organized for easy navigation.

 Limit the number of test attempts allowed per user, or implement an absolute 

number

 Use the save and resume feature for longer exams, or require exams are completed in 

one sitting

 Set a common password for exam takers

 Allow users to bookmark questions - so they can revisit questions during the Test.

 Display instant review and feedback after each question

 Use time limits to test for knowledge and agile responses. The timer stays visible 

throughout the test to help your test takers.

What is the capital of Australia?

Sydney

Auckland

Canberra

Question 1 of 7

Time left 1:56:45
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Differentiate Assessments With Your Own Brandin

 Your tests should reflect your brand seamlessly from your websites to CRMs, LMS, 

and other online platforms

 ClassMarker allows you to customize your tests with your logos, brand colors, and 

choice of text color, button colors, and background.



Create Custom Downloadable Certificates


Instantly create certificates from a range of beautifully designed templates or upload 
your own. 


ClassMarker's powerful certificate editor allows you to

 Drag-and-drop text and images anywhere on certificates

 Choose multiple font styles and sizes

 Dynamically include the test taker's name, test name, test score and test date

 Select different date display formats

 Add your signature

 Choose from portrait or landscape-orientated certificates in A4, letter or wallet sizes

 Save time by applying custom certificates across multiple tests. 


CERTIFICATE
OF ACHIEVEMENT

John Smith

Score: 98%     98/100

For succesfully completing IT Training

Presented to:

101 First Liberty Avenue


San Francisco CA, 94105

Code


34114-2344-RS



Workflow And Account Management

Have to manage lots of users? CM allows you to manage team access to your account so 

several team members can take care of your workflow.

 Using assistants for your ClassMarker account helps you get things done faster and 

efficiently

 And don’t worry if you have sensitive user data to manage, ClassMarker allows you to 

set access permissions for each assistant.

ACCOUNT ADMIN

ASSISTANT 1 ASSISTANT 2 ASSISTANT 3 ASSISTANT 4



ClassMarker is The Ideal Quiz Maker For Developers

API and Integration Options


Use our Online Testing API to integrate quiz maker with LMS or CRM software, customize 

your integration and manage your exam data.


The API also allows you to extract exam results automatically back into your system.

Integration Features

 Integrate user IDs with test results

 Embed exams directly in your Website

 Retrieve exam results in real time

 Pre-populate user names and emails

 Track users by their unique IDs

 Control access with API-controlled access lists

 Integrate with third-party services using Zapier.

See  for more information.
ClassMarker integration documentation

https://www.classmarker.com/online-testing/docs/


Your Data is Secure 


Rest easy with our robust security measures, safeguarding the integrity and 
confidentiality of your assessments

 Online quizzes and data delivered over secure HTTPS/TLS protocol

 Test data kept private with 24/7 monitored high-security enterprise-level hosting

 Password-protected, traceable test access

 Up-to-date servers with the latest security updates

 GDPR, CCPA, and NY Ed Compliant ( for our Data Protection Agreement).contact us 

Our mission is to make education accessible to everyone. Therefore, ClassMarker

 Works across all major operating systems, web browsers, and devices

 Is cloud-based, removing the need to install and maintain software

 Meets 508 compliance standards to work with screen readers and magnifiers.

Your Content is Accessible to All Users

 Desktop: Windows, Macintosh, Linux, ChromeOS/Chromeboo

 Browsers: Edge, FireFox, Chrome, Safari, Oper

 Portable: iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Android and more

https://www.classmarker.com/online-testing/contact-us/


A Professional Test Maker Solution For Global Impact 

Use ClassMarker in your own terms - No long term commitments

Since our inception in 2006, ClassMarker has empowered businesses and educators 

in 158 countries to create better tests and exams.

 We have kept prices affordable to support people’s learning outcomes worldwide. We 

believe that people deserve a premium product at a competitive price.

 60% of ClassMarker’s powerful features are included in a free version available to Not-

For-Profit organisations and educators.

We offer different options to suit your needs. Besides affordable subscription plans, we 

have developed flexible Credit Packs that allow you to use Classmarker without 

contracts or long term commitments. People love our credit packs.

Subscription Plans

Perfect for regular testing.

 2 months free when you 
buy yearly

 All  included.features

 Pay as you go

 All  included

 Valid for 12 months. 

 Top up anytime.

features

Pay As You Go packs

Great for bulk or occasional 
testing!

Discounts

For Educators & Not-For-
Profit organizations.

Learn more about ClassMarker pricing

https://cxstage.classmarker.com/online-testing/quiz-features/
https://cxstage.classmarker.com/online-testing/quiz-features/
https://www.classmarker.com/online-testing/price/


Ready to Unlock The future of Online Assessments?

Why choose ClassMarker?

Whether you're in HR, recruitment, skills training and certification, compliance higher 
education or schools, ClassMarker offers a powerful and flexible online assessment 
solution to help you save time, boost efficiency and drive success.

No more manual grading.


Never give the same exam twice.


Results and feedback in real time.


Optimal user experience = better results.


Apply your own branding.


Create custom downloadable certificates.


Create multiple assistants for effective workflow management.


API and Webhooks capabilities - Ideal for developers.


Safe and secure.


Accessibility compliant.


60% of features included in a free version available to Not-For-Profits and educators.
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Join millions of satisfied customers and start creating tests with ClassMarker today.  


https://www.classmarker.com/
https://www.classmarker.com/register/
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